
SREE SREENIVASAN
@sree on Twitter | @sreenet on IG

● Named the world’s most influential chief digital officer in 2014
● Marshall Loeb Prof of Digital Innovation, Stony Brook U
● Fast Company’s 100 Most Creative People in Business 2015
● Dubbed “The Twitter Tutor” by New York Observer
● One of Poynter’s 35 most influential people in social media. 
● One of Newsweek’s 20 most influential Indians in America.
● Founder of Social Media Weekend #smwknd
● Global social media teaching tour hit 75 cities in 20 countries. 

Thinking of hiring Sree to help your brand reach 
more people and have more impact? 
Want to have him speak at your conference? 
Company retreat? Something else?
He can do keynotes, workshops, moderate panels 
and much more! Need consulting help? 
Let’s talk: sree@sree.net / +1-646-391-3526
Here are some testimonials over the years… 👉🏾

mailto:sree@sree.net


SOME INFO ON SREE’S SOCIAL FOLLOWING:
● Twitter: 84K followers
● Monthly newsletter: 6K subscribers, including hundreds of journalists, CEOs, 

college presidents and at least 5 billionaires.
● Medium: 16.6K followers
● LinkedIn: 30K followers
● Facebook: 77K followers + 5K friends + 9K SreeTips likes 
● Sree’s Advanced Social Media Group: 9K members
● Instagram: 22K followers
● Google Maps photos: 1m+ views 

@sree's top 100 followers have combined followership of 240 million followers.

NOTE: 22% of all NYT staff on Twitter follow @sree























Feedback to workshop at Tri-Institutional Career Symposium 2018 for students and 
postdocs at Memorial Sloan Kettering, Rockefeller University, and Weill Cornell 
Medicine. 

Many, many thanks for your illuminating, informative, and entertaining presentation. We 
received excellent feedback from our attendees. Also, kudos to your social media 
doctors. They were very busy and productive. It was kind of them to help our 
students/postdocs.

Thanks once again for your superlative seminar!

Les Krushel, Ph.D.
Weill Cornell Medicine
Weill Cornell Graduate School
New York City
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TALK: Social & Digital Media Trends 2020: What's 
to Know, What to Skip
A brand-new look ahead to 2020 and the trends that 
will affect the digital landscape.

60-90 minutes, including Q&A
Can also be a fireside chat with a host. 

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree. Some 
possibilities follow. Many others, too. 



WORKSHOP: @Sree's Advanced Social Media 
Workshop
This signature workshop has been taught in more 
than 25 countries and in more than 75 cities. 
Everywhere from UN HQ to New York Times and La 
Stampa to Austin's SXSW festival.
90-180 minutes, including Q&A

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 



WORKSHOP: Improving Your Instagram and 
Phone Photography
This intermediate to advanced workshop will change 
your IG life. You will learn a bunch of powerful tips and 
tricks no matter what phone you use. Includes advice 
from IG cofounders @kevin and @mikeyk! 
45-120 minutes, including Q&A
You can do this in a classroom or in an outdoor setting 
with some walking. Lots of fun.

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 



TALK: Don't Shoot the Jellyfish! Digital, Social, 
Mobile Lessons from Three Years @MetMuseum   
What the first Chief Digital Officer of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art learned that applies to every industry 
and every organization.
This talk has been given to dozens of industries from 
automobiles to banks to travel to telecom and media - 
along with nonprofits and major conferences.
45-90 minutes, including Q&A

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 



TALK: What’s Up with WhatsApp?
Sure, everyone uses WhatsApp, but there are a bunch 
of hidden features you may not be using. You will learn 
how to optimize and maximize your WhatsApp time. 

20-60 minutes, including Q&A

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 



TALK: Lessons from Going Live Around the World

Live video - on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube 
and now LinkedIn is one of the most powerful media 
tools in the world. In this talk, you will get practical 
advice on how to do high-quality live video at minimal 
expense, based on more than 500 live videos done 
around the world. 

45-90 minutes, including Q&A



TALK: 8 Ways to Master Storytelling in Digital Age
Storytelling is the future of media and all business. In 
this lecture, you will learn big-picture ideas and 
practical, hands-on tips to master storytelling.

60-90 minutes, including Q&A

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 



WORKSHOP: Optimizing Your LinkedIn
LinkedIn is the most underappreciated platform on the 
planet and all of us can learn to use it in better ways. 
You will get a lot of practical tips on how to improve 
and optimize this vital professional platform. 

60-180 minutes, including Q&A (longer program uses 
in-class exercises)

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 



TALK: Business transformation 

Ideas for talks, workshops by Sree 

A practical talk with lessons from transforming such 
legacy institutions as Columbia, The Met Museum 
and New York City. 
60-90 minutes, including Q&A


